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From: Brownfield, Jill [jbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments

[CHBComments@state.pa.us]
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 9:10 AM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW:

From: lori mollin [mailto:loriml23@yahoo.com] S J ^i £3 L i =
Sent: Monday, October 19,2009 7:36 AM § _ )
To: AG, CHBcomments ; ] )
Subject: e

"I am writing to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board.iitron^ly support
these changes for the following reasons: \ii
1. Pennsylvania fs reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows dogs to
be raised in inhumane conditions.
2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.
3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat,
ventilation, air quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were OMITTED
from the recently enacted dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will have a
guarantee of an environment that will promote - not hinder - behavioral and physical health.
4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in the news
for the numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care."
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From: Brownfield, Jill [jbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments
[CHBComments@state.pa.us]

Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2009 6:29 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW: CHB Regulations pending

From: Viviane Arzoumanian [mailto:pumpkinpups@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 13,2009 9:14 PM ? 2 %g <
T o : AG, CHBcomments p 2:E ; n ]
Subject: CHB Regulations pending | ; ! ^ r —

I am writing to wholeheartedly endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I
strongly support these essential changes for the following reasons:
1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows dogs to
be raised in inhumane conditions that result in unnecessary death, illness and arrested development of innocent
animals who deserve basic humane care.
2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.
3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat,
ventilation, air quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were OMITTED
from the recently enacted dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will have a
guarantee of an environment that will promote - not hinder - behavioral and physical health.
4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in the news
for the numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care. "

I would gladly forgo my income from behavior cases I get that are the result of the poor breeding and care
practices of puppy mill operators. I hope that the adoption of these more stringent guidelines for operating
puppy mills will have that effect. Much heartbreak will be avoided with a healthier population of puppies to
choose from.

Sincerely,

Viviane Arzoumanian

Viviane Arzoumanian, CPDT-KA, PMCT
PumpkinPups Dog Training, Inc.
917-476-8315
w ww.pumpkinpups. com
Mentor Trainer, Animal Behavior College
Vol. Trainer, Safety Net Prog. @ NYC AC&C
Memberships: APDT, AABP, IAABC
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From: Brownfield, Jill [jbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments

[CHBComments@state.pa.us]
Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2009 5:37 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW: Canine Health Board Standards for Commercial Kennels

From: Bob Batley [mailto:robertbatley@verizon.net] —
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2009 4:04 PM § O S I::-
To: AG, CHBcomments 15g S L JJ
Cc: overallk@mail.med.upenn.edu I; ; ? J
Subject: Canine Health Board Standards for Commercial Kennels

I am writing to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I strongly
support these changes for the following reasons:

1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows
dogs to be raised in inhumane conditions.

2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts*

3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat,
ventilation, air quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were
OMITTED from the recently enacted dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will
have a guarantee of an environment that will promote - not hinder - behavioral and physical health.

4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in
the news for the numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care.

As a taxpayer in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania I am sickened when I see that we are known as the
"puppy mill state." We can and should do better!!

Thank you very much for your consideration of this extremely important issue.

Robert Batley
20 County Lane
Glen Mills, PA 19342
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From: Brownfield, Jill [jbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments

[CHBComments@state.pa.us]
Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2009 5:56 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW: Canine Health Board Standards for Commercial Kennels

From: kristen batley [mailto:kris.batley@westtown.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2009 3:59 PM
To: AG, CHBcomments
Subject: Canine Health Board Standards for Commercial Kennels

I am writing to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I strongly support these
changes for the following reasons:

1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows dogs to be raised
in inhumane conditions.

2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.

3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat, ventilation,
air quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were OMITTED from the recently
enacted dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will have a guarantee of an environment that
will promote - not hinder - behavioral and physical health.

4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in the news for
the numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care.

As a taxpayer in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania I am sickened when I see that we are known as the "puppy mill
state." We can and should do better!!

Thank you very much for your consideration of this extremely important issue.

Kris Batley '81
Director of Alumni Relations and Events
Westtown School
Note new mailing address:
975 Westtown Road
West Chester, PA 19382-5700
(p) 610-399-7913
(f) 610-399-7501
kris.batley@westtown.edu

SAVE THE DATE!
Alumni Weekend 2010
May 7-9, 2010



Learn more about happenings at Westtown by going to: http://www.westtown.edu

gj^j j Westtown urges you to consider the environment before printing this e-mail

This email and its contents are intended for the private use of families and other constituents of Westtown School. If
you have received this message in error, please do not disclose or use the information, and discard it immediately.
Thank you.
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From: Brownfield, Jill [jbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments

[CHBComments@state.pa.us]
Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2009 5:21 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW: commercial dog breeding regulation

From: price.ginny@verizon.net [mailto:price.ginny@verizon.net] ; " *)
Sent: Thursday, October 15,2009 5:43 PM < 5 ™ : :
To: AG, CHBcomments I 3̂  ^ :;^
Subject: commercial dog breeding regulation £ | ; - ^ : : -

To whom it may concern, •<>

I am writing to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I strongly support
these changes for the following reasons:
1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows dogs to be
raised in inhumane conditions.
2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.
3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat,
ventilation, air quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were OMITTED
from the recently enacted dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will have a guarantee
of an environment that will promote - not hinder - behavioral and physical health.
4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in the news
for the numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care.

Thank you for taking the mental and physical health of dogs into consideration. Poor health contributes to
behavior problems that can contribute to dog bites. This affects the health of your constituents.

Thank you,
Ginny Price, MS, CVT



From: Brownfield, Jill [jbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments
[CHBComments@state.pa.us]

Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 1:33 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW: Regulations Created and Proposed by the Canine Health Board ___ > _

From: s2ellis@gmail.com [mailto:s2ellis@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Joe Rothrock
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 2:23 PM
To: AG, CHBcomments %g , J ;
Subject: Regulations Created and Proposed by the Canine Health Board ui

I am writing to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I strongly support
these changes for the following reasons:

1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows dogs to be
raised in inhumane conditions.

2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.

3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat,
ventilation, air quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were OMITTED
from the recently enacted dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will have a guarantee
of an environment that will promote - not hinder - behavioral and physical health.

4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in the news
for the numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care.

Sincerely,
Joseph T. Rothrock, III
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From: Brownfield, Jill Obrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments
[CHBComments@state.pa.us]

Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 1:34 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW: Title 7, 7 PA Code CH.28a Canine Health Board Standards

From: Susan Ellis [mailto:s2ellis@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 2:28 PM
To: AG, CHBcomments
Subject: Title 7, 7 PA Code CH.28a Canine Health Board Standards

To Whom it May Concern:

I endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I strongly support these
changes for the following reasons:

1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been badly compromised by being branded a "puppy mill" capital
which allows dogs to be raised in inhumane conditions.

2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.

3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light,
heat, ventilation, air quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that
were OMITTED from the recently enacted dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and
dogs will have a guarantee of an environment that will promote - not hinder - behavioral and physical
health.

4. It is time that Pennsylvania become a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always
appearing in the news for the numerous abuses that occur here.

This regulation will ensure humane care and go far towards rescuing the image of Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,
Susan E. Ellis
http://www,BngsintheSystem.com/
http://www.LittleLadiesoAheHive.com/
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From: Brownfield, Jill [jbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments

[CHBComments@state.pa.us]
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2009 3:26 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW: Proposed Canine Health Board Standards for Commercial Kennels ^

g= # 33
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aFrom: Donna Ellis [mailto:dellisl622@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 4:38 PM
To: AG, CHBcomments ^ gg % {_).
Subject: Proposed Canine Health Board Standards for Commercial Kennels c w """"

I am writing to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board-7 PA.
CODE CH. 28a. As a Biology professor and a person who trains dogs in agility, obedience, and
tracking as a hobby, I strongly support these changes for the following reasons:

1. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.

2. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows
dogs to be raised in inhumane conditions.

3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light,
heat, ventilation, air quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that
were OMITTED from the recently enacted dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and
dogs will have a guarantee of an environment that will promote - not hinder - behavioral and physical
health.
4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing
in the news for the numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care.

Donna Ellis and the Schipperkes:
MACH2 Sooty CDX MXF HOP; PD1 PG2 AJD PK2; OAC EJC NGC TN-N; CGC FFX-AP
Midwatch Solar Flair (Grade) VCD1 AX MXJ XF HOP; PD2 PG2 PJ3 PK2
Midwatch Nick of Time
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From: Brownfield, Jill Obrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments
[CHBComments@state.pa.us]

Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2009 3:27 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenat#,com
Subject: FW: Dog Law g Eg Jj

rn

From: Huffeq3@aol.com [mailto:Huffeq3@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 1:58 PM
To: AG, CHBcomments
Subject: Dog Law

I am writing to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I strongly support these
changes for the following reasons:
1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows dogs to be raised in
inhumane conditions.
2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.
3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat, ventilation, air
quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were OMITTED from the recently enacted
dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will have a guarantee of an environment that will promote
- not hinder - behavioral and physical health.
4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in the news for the
numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care.

Regards, Lawrence
Lawrence A. Huff
1608 Walnut Street, Suite 501
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Phone 215-545-5375
Cell 215-783-3123
Fax 215-790-0689
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From: Brownfield, Jill [jbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments
[CHBComments@state.pa.us]

Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2009 3:28 PM
To: dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;

MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
Subject: FW: Dog Law
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From: Huffeql@aol.com [mailto:Huffeql@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 3:01 PM
To: AG, CHBcomments
Subject: Dog Law

I am writing to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I strongly support these
changes for the following reasons:

1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows dogs to be raised in
inhumane conditions.
2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.
3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat, ventilation, air
quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were OMITTED from the recently enacted
dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will have a guarantee of an environment that will promote
- not hinder - behavioral and physical health.
4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in the news for the
numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care.

Carol G. Huff, President
Real Estate Investment Strategies, Inc.
1608 Walnut Street, Suite 501
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Office: (215) 545-1720
Cell: (215) 783-3122
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To:

Subject:

Brownfield, Jill Qbrownfiel@state.pa.us] on behalf of AG, CHBcomments
[CHBComments@state.pa.us]
Thursday, October 22, 2009 3:28 PM
dhain@pahouse.net; IRRC; kebersole@pasen.gov; Kennedy, David C. (AG); Kerry Golden;
MULLER, JENNIFER; Smith, Jessie L; Thall, Gregory (GC); wgevans@pasenate.com
FW: Dog Law

AJ

From: Dalton, Jane Leslie [mailto:Dalton@duanemorris.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 3:46 PM
To: AG, CHBcomments
Subject: Dog Law

Gentlepersons:

w

Please be advised that I write to endorse the regulations created and proposed by the Canine Health Board. I strongly
support these changes for the following reasons:
1. Pennsylvania's reputation has been tarnished by being branded a "puppy mill" capital which allows dogs to be raised in
inhumane conditions.
2. These regulations are based in scientific research and on advice provided by scientific experts.
3. These regulations will ensure that any dog who is commercially bred will be given adequate light, heat, ventilation, air
quality, flooring, and social exposure and interaction - all essential factors that were OMITTED from the recently enacted
dog law. For the first time, commercially bred puppies and dogs will have a guarantee of an environment that will promote
- not hinder - behavioral and physical health.
4. It is time that Pennsylvania was a leader in humane care of animals, rather than always appearing in the news for the
numerous abuses that occur here. This regulation will ensure humane care.

Sincerely,

Jane Leslie Dalton

Jane Leslie Dalton

Duane Morris LLP
30 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103-4196

E-MAIL j BIO I VCARD

P: 215.979.1830
F: 215.689.2126
C: 215.852.2928

For more information about Duane Morris, please visil h#p://www. DuaneMorns.com

Confidentiality Notice: This electronic mail transmission is privileged and confidential and is intended only for the review of the party to whom it is addressed. If you
have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it to the sender. Unintended transmission shall not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any
other privilege.


